PRICES OF EU SUNFLOWER SEED DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

PRYSE VAN EU SONNEBLOOMSAAD GELEWER IN RANDFONTEIN

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF EU SUNFLOWER SEED DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

PRYSE VAN EU SONNEBLOOMSAAD GELEWER IN RANDFONTEIN

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF ARGENTINIAN SOYBEAN SEED DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

PRYSE VAN ARGENTYNSE SOJABOONSAAD GELEWER IN RANDFONTEIN

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF BRAZILIAN SOYBEAN DELIVERED IN RANDFONTEIN

Source: Grain SA
Prices of Canola in the South Cape (Swellendam)
Canolapryse in die Suid-Kaap (Swellendam)

Source: Grain SA
PRICES OF PROCESSED AND GRADED USA CHOICE GRADE GROUNDNUTS (40/50) (RANDFONTEIN)
PRYSE VAN UITGEDOP EN GESORTEERDE VSA KEURGRAAD GRONDBONE MET 'N PITGROOTTE VAN
40/50 pitgrootte (RANDFONTEIN)
PRODUCER PARITY PRICES OF PROCESSED AND GRADED CHOICE GRADE GROUNDBNUTS (40/50)

PRODSENTE PARITEITSPRYSE VAN UITGEDOPTE ENGESORTEERDE KEURGRAAD GRONDBONE MET
'N PITGROOTTE VAN 40/50

Source: Grain SA
Prices of processed and graded Argentinean Choice Grade Groundnuts (40/50) (Randfontein)

Invoer Pariteit / Import Parity

Uitvoer Pariteit / Export Parity

Source: Grain SA